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Colors + Shapes 1.0 released for iOS and Android - Fun Matching Game
Published on 07/05/16
Lisbon based MakeProg Technologies today introduces Colors + Shapes 1.0, its colors and
shapes matching game developed for iOS and Android devices. Colors + Shapes is a
simple-to-play game for kids and adults where players must match shapes with colors as
they move beautifully and continuously. You can increase/decrease the speed of scrolling
and bouncing and the difficulty of the game gradually increases with each level. You have
more than 2000 levels to play and enjoy.
Lisbon, Portugal - MakeProg Technologies today is pleased to announce the release and
immediate availability of Colors + Shapes 1.0, its super addictive Colors and Shapes
matching game in scrolling and bouncing world. Watch the Shapes with Colors moving
beautifully and continuously and match them. You can increase/decrease the speed of
scrolling and bouncing. You score higher point with increasing speed. The difficulty of
the game increases with level gradually. You have more than 2000 levels to play and enjoy.
It is a simple game for kids and adults without any complications.
Features
* Circle, Square, Triangle, Diamond and Pentagon Shapes
* Shapes inside Shapes
* Rich set of attractive Colors
* More than 2000 levels and the number of levels increases with the resolution of the
device.
* Increase or Decrease the speed of scrolling and bouncing
* Switch to any levels, any time.
* Skip levels without playing
* No Time Limit
Device Requirements
* iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 9.0 or later
* Android Phones and Tablets
* Requires KitKat 4.4 or later
* 20 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Colors + Shapes 1.0 is $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the iTunes App Store / Google Playstore in the Games
category.
MakeProg Technolgoies:
http://makeprog.com
Colors + Shapes 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/colors-+-shapes/id1125703922
Purchase from Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.makeprog.colorsshapes
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple18/v4/2b/a2/a7/2ba2a76d-2d86-97d9-0544-26575c5fa868/s
creen480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple60/v4/78/3a/bb/783abb9ff515-0569-e135-92649a7146c1/icon175x175.jpeg
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MakeProg Technologies is a global information technology (IT) company based at Tirupur,
India. Our goal and passion is to dedicating our global resources, industry intelligence
and systems expertise to creating innovative solutions for enterprises to make their
businesses stronger. The fact that we have been a global organization since our inception
is one of the key factors in our ability to serve major multi-national clients. Our
leadership team leads by example with integrity, respect and a keen eye on building
collaboration at every level of our organization. MakeProg is lead by a most dynamic team
comprising of technical and entrepreneurial visionaries with over 15 years experience in
this industry. It has more specialized team for Microsoft Technologies and it always keep
updated with the technology developments. Copyright (C) 2016 MakeProg Technologies. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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